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The flowers
burst forth in the valley
oblivious to the havoc
that roams the Earth
They can be
same as the birds
and insects
No one cares that they
occupy the same space
they go for the most
part unnoticed
They blend and live
with their mother
the Earth
Man is also a product
of the Earth
But instead of blending
he tries to improve
upon perfection
Again and again
he tries
He only learns the lesson
temporarily
860104

We all teeter on the edge of Dark and Light
the more advanced we are of Light
the more luring the pleasures of
the Dark
What can this be
to deny that which is a pleasure
for that of seeming restraint
The pleasure you speak of
the pleasures of the Dark are
short lived
The pleasure of the Light is eternal
you are incarnate in a mortal body
and so the mortal pleasures
seem more real
But when you return to Light
then you understand the pleasure
of the Light
When you are of the Dark
then you have great urgency
to return to the mortal
earth to escape the Light
for the jail house of Darkness
860104

The stars twinkle in the Heavens
luring all those who
have been told
to their distant
places
The mind can travel to the stars
as quickly as the eye can
focus on them
Few will go
even those who can
because they will not
believe what they
perceive
They will not believe
because it cannot be
proved
Few realize the peace
that comes from perception
the tranquility
of the trip
The reality,
the provable reality
is irrelevant
860104

I am what I am
and it matters not
what I am
But only that I am
All is as it should be
in the Universal plan
all are on the designated path
To be and be aware
to feel comfort in the
reality that is perceived
leads to peace
and harmony
Place aside the ego
and just be
flow with the good
and positive vibration
Protect yourself from those that
would control
Protect with a defensive vibration
Embrace the good and positive vibration
and you will live
God’s plan for humanity
and the world
860104

I reach out into the Mother Sea
and feel Her caress my very soul
Her beating waves against the shore
sends vibrations to the inner
depths of my being
The salty mist
I take into my lungs
as golden dust
to recharge my
insides

My each and
every cell

Thank you Mother Sea
I love you
It is from you that
I came
It is through you that I live
It is to you that I come for peace
for the breath of God
And it is to you that we
all eventually return
860104

The hypnotic spell
comes once again to me
and again I reach into
unknown places and
times of old
I enter caves
of gems in
chests of treasure
A lighted
stained glass window
sparkles
Far away in time and space
into that room of sacred
treasure I go
I stand

and remember
a lifetime
of far yesterday

The memory is real
another piece of long ago
I caress it and place
it in my spiritual
dome to be a
conscious part
of the whole
860104

What is the call of Love
that brings two together
on this earth
The longing for each other
flashing in the eyes
From whence does it come
the biological
the past meeting
this life or past lives
Why is it so strong
why do we not all find
these lives at an early stage in life
why are we not taught to look
Or do we become always become
bored with the familiar
how could this be
where is the justice
To know that all pairings
will become familiar
Is it always our fate
to long for that
which we do not
have
Maybe it is only I I am the only one
who pursues this

Maybe I am the only one who
really believes there is a perfect union
Maybe others who are simpler
than I
know this
But I have my reality
and that is the only one
that I can resolve
or try to resolve
Can it be so wrong to join
with those to whom
I am attached
for a moment or a lifetime
My innocent child
the one who never stops questioning
the one whose thoughts have
no end
Seldom are two ever so perfectly matched
always one holds the upper hand
always one gives more of their
heart
Beloved child
in our relationship, one loves more
than the other
And when the familiarity arrives
then one departs and leaves
the other empty

The pain is inflicted
the hurt begins
and with them
comes the many emotions
of revenge and
perceived justice
All relationships must grow
the two must try to grow as one
they must learn to live as
two sides of the same coin
In the vows of marriage and joining
this is the commitment that is made
for better or for worse
But all is as it should be
consider however before you
reach out to another and
blend your souls
Think not that you repay Karma
but that you create it
for each pain of your actions
that others suffer
so must you
This is the lesson
Go therefore out to create
the good Karma – the good deeds
that shall return to you
many fold
Do not sow the seeds of negative
emotions

But little one
fret not yourself
should the powers overcome you
It is better sometimes to yield
than to live in the agony
of want
even though the lesson is hard
Just remember that blending
creates bonds in a moment
that are not easily broken
As it takes two to consent to the unity
so too it takes two to consent
to the parting
Remember the needs are strong
that bring two together
regardless of the reasons
biology or metaphysical
It is the quicksand of uncontrolled emotion
– yours or hers that
you step into
easy in

difficult out

Look also carefully
at the whole person
body, soul, and spirit
Do not fool yourself that
you blend with only a part
you blend in totality
you blend where you
do not intend

Like salt and pepper in the same container
you blend
and as each grain and flake
must be separated
with great labor
So too is the unblending of two souls
860104

I look at you
and fall off a
cliff so high
there seems to be
no ground
The height
that love carries
an unsuspecting
soul
is infinite
I have

never been
raised so high

floated so far
fallen so hard
as with you
I try to ground
myself when
I feel the
helium of you
But it never works
I see you
I feel your
presence
and I begin
to climb
and if I
gaze into your eyes
or touch
your hand

I rocket toward
Heaven

with no
thought
of what lays
below

I have never
known these
emotions
I have never
been controlled entranced
I guess I
have never
been in love
860108

The rain falls
and I peacefully
wait for you
I retrieve
memories of
past touching
and begin to
shift
into our
other
reality
I go to where
we always
touch
I float
to our eternal
bonding
There I
rest and
reflect
in the

There I love you
free from all
earthly
860108

cares

peaceful
calm

The earth turns
in the Heavens
and God readies
his servants
for the War of Wars
Everything is busy
and the camp begins to awaken
for the day has come
the day of reconciliation
of justice and
balance
The purging has already begun
but now begins in earnest
there is nothing to fear
this was the plan
So be it
I walk upon the plane of the Earth
in the early morning
the smell of campfires
fills the air
and the sun
begins to break
into the night sky
This will be another day to remember
another one of those days of days
where the sun stood still
in the Heavens as God
does his work
as he manifests
his plan

My light battle garments
hang about my body
and my buckler hangs
ready to receive the
heavy armor
The golden helmet of golden white light
and matched shield and spear
The jeweled breast plate
the golden shin guards
the sign of God
Across the valley
the dark ones prepare
Their cause is lost
even before we begin
but the drama
must unfold
it must be
acted out
Dear God my Father
I thank you for this life
I give my total self
to your divine plan
to be used totally
for your greater
glory of man

I carry high the banner of your Light
the Shepherd’s staff of your Love
Behind me stand all that Love
thy salvation
Beside me stand
my mate
my equal
my compliment
About me stand ready
your Angels and among us
stands your son
the savior of the
world
Father we again
play out the roles
we again point the way
we again bring Light
to the earth
We again reach out for those
that we have lost
860111

My old friend the candle
burns alone and bright
in the night
Straight stands the flame
the flame of knowledge
and wisdom
and Light
I stare into you yellow Light
and into a distant
distant past
Many lifetimes of staring into
candles
many lifetimes of living
by the light in this
earth plane
The light
the heat
the knowledge
the combustion
The silent candle fire
that embodies all fire
that has been, is and will be
embodies all that fire is
850111

If I die in space
a billion miles from earth
God will know the
location of my soul
and bring me home
The concept of just our Solar System
boggles our mind
so how could we
embrace the concept of
the Universe
much less
All There Is
But God is of All There Is
so no matter where I am
I am with God
and he will carry me
back to where
I belong
860112

Love chimes the Universal clock
and I in your arms
feel the peace of eternity
Coming down from the stars
are the vibrations of old
of times of the past
of you and me
of love from
another time
How God has blessed me
this life with your interception
The world is at peace
and my vibrations in
harmony with All That Is
Here I am the center of
my reality
next to you
Loves vibration from
times past
Where shall we go from here
what is our new destiny
God only knows
The seed of your Love
has been placed in my heart
and grows quickly
as I am absorbed by
all that is you
860405

From the depth of all that
I am
I come out to meet you
The gate is open
The city is won
I am yours
My heart welcomes
you and bows
in humility
at the love you
bring
The love God gave to you
to give to me
860412

Here I lay in your arms
alive and safe
content and warm
The essence of you caresses
the being of me
I love you
As I lay here
in your arms
I travel to places unknown
to non-existent times
and invisible places
Only the vibrations of
you opens my eyes
and lets me see
All the beauty of
All That Is
860414

What Golden hair is this
that lays next to me
What soft flesh that caresses
mine
What tenderness beneath my
fingertips
The incredible love of you
that intercepts with the
loving from me
Who are we
I don’t know
But we fill the universe
with our mating
We fill the Universe with
our love
860412

The anticipation of your coming
builds as I reflect on
past meetings
To have someone
like you
who is the music
to my soul
You came with your melody
and raised me up
You caressed my very essence
And I know
God loves me
860414

Day’s work is done
and love waits in your arms
To your arms I will soon come
to your golden hair
and loving eyes
The eyes of disbelief
that must be mirrored in mine
Can it really be you
Can it really be us
A lifetime I have waited
for the peace of your touch
for the warmth of your love
for the smile of your
understanding
Come now my love
let us travel to
our special place
860415

Green grass grows on the bank of sand
bordering the land and the sea
We walk here on the beach
hand in hand
and thought in thought
Who are we but two
who sought each other
Two vibrations
signaling in the Universe
Two vibrations
that intercepted
Love is a strange thing
and what we have
is strangely wonderful
Each day is caressed
with thoughts of you
yesterdays are savored
and tomorrows are
anticipated
860415

What you bring to me
is what I gave to you
an equal exchange
of love’s unconditional vibration
We look into a oneness
of giving and receiving
ever-flowing between
the two of us
I come to you now
as you come to me
I love you as
you love me
From now forward
as in the past and back
I love you
you love me
Our harmonious vibrations
shall raise our souls
and shall keep them uplifted
We take our seat
in that Universal harmony
of God’s vibration
860420

The sweet harmony
of your loving vibration
maintains my soul
on a constant high
The strong waves of
pulsing love’s
sweet caring
cushions me from
All That Is
You are my love
and from Eternity’s past
you have come
with your love
in this
my time of need
You have waited and watched
from on high
you have patiently waited
your chance
to intercept
Thank God for you
Thank you for you
Thank you for your
majestic love
860420

On lovely one
who vaporizes all my fears
and fills each lonely movement
Come to me now
fly to me on Angel wings
Carry me off
to worlds unseen
Gently carry my tiny soul
into your
loving heart
Bathe me there
in love’s golden pond
kiss my immortal
needs
kiss me with
loves vibration
and as you return me
from whence I came
hold fast my hand
in loves
eternal bond
860421

Night comes and I awake
wondering where are you
You the one I have loved
and love
I reach out to you in thought
to seek refuge in your
memory during this long
night
I come to you with roses
and love’s sweet nectar
At your feet I lay these and more
Into your eyes I gaze
I look up into your
loving face
I am all things in these moments
all that you would dream of
I become
I pass the night
bathing in the memories of you
I pass the night
creating loves
beautiful
binding vibration
860421

What color are you
are you the blue of peace
of love’s gentle flow
of waves of water
pure and clear
the Universal harmony
softly flowing
Are you the red of passion
of roses red hearts
Are you the yellow
of the sun’s golden rays
of blond hair on summer days
Yes all these
each and all
all and each
You are the color of everything
you are All That Is
and so am I
Together we blend our colors
together we create
our reality
And as we paint
as we create
we savor all that we have
and we blend and love
and know
God’s plan
860421

Many a wish has come and gone
many blessings have been
bestowed
The wishes of childhood
of toys and bikes
of dogs and fun
The wishes of adolescence
of girls to kiss
just one would do
The wishes of early manhood
of family and children
of life’s full measure
And now as my prime begins
to close and life’s path
seems apparent
It is now that I make a wish
a wish for someone to hold
and love
Someone to fill a lifelong void
someone to take my love
and place it in their heart
to treasure my life’s longing
So a prayer was
created

a love was conceived
and mailed Heavenward

And as in my whole life long
my wish – my prayer was
answered
The answer is you
it’s you – it’s you
God I love you
860422

Come lay me down in your soft bed
the bed of your vibration
the home of peace
the bed of love
Come bring your warm body
and caress my nakedness
with your soft skin
Love me with your lips
hovering over my
peaceful breath
Wrap your loving arms
around my neck
Take me between
your tender thighs
Hold me close
and melt with me
meld into my being
and caress my soul
Take me to the peaceful valley
carry me there on love’s
eternal wings
Lay me down in that
wonderful place
Let me feel the love I crave
let me feel your physical haze

Touch my tender heart
and be loved
by me
860421

The beauty of All That Is
in this reality
begins to reveal itself to me
Happy times are at the door
knocking
A full and complete life beckons
I learn to live my life
free from guilt
I am what I am
I accept that
even when other’s
won’t
I reach out to one and all
I say hello
I say hello to me
I emerge from the cocoon
a whole man
growing
860611

Golden light
radiates from golden hair
haloing the face
of youthful beauty
All things smile on you
your time is now
We look upon you in envy
remembering our own youth
our own time in the sun
I sit here and gaze
at the steams of energy
from your aura
Who are you
I do not know
and consciously may never
But for the moment
I thank you for the revelation
I thank you for letting me
bathe in your beauty
for these few
moments
860610

I soar with the hawk
in his high flying
between cold mountain peaks
I fly
From there I spring
into the Universe
and beyond
a dot of being
in the

All There Is

I send out
a small piece of thought
a particle equivalent
Gone forever exploring
sending back tiny signals
of information
thoughts that I
think have no logical
origin in
this corporeal
world
860613

Morning comes
and the longing for yesterday’s
love fantasy
re-asserts itself
The mental
interception that was
the mind meld
or attempted mind meld
Who were you
I don’t know
but you were bliss
I still savor the remnants
of our lovemaking
I replay the encounter
and replay the encounter
Today begins
another day’s quest
Who will I mind love today
who will mind love me
who knows
only tomorrow
may tell
860613

The other side of midnight
is yellow, red and blue
Universes of color
dot the
midnight Indigo All
Infinite colored lights
merging into
indigo dark
The earth turns day’s
yellow, red and blue
into the dark of
twinkling night
Color
light and dark
dark then light
Color
light and dark
influencing our
carnate and incarnate
existences
860617

What of the flowers of the field
They are color candy to the eye
were they made that way – no
was it preconceived that
they would bring visual pleasure
No no my son
They were another product of the
great creation of All There Is
set in motion
continually evolving
continually changing
They are what they are
we look at them
and experience peace
and beauty
They are
and we are
They are at our beginning
860904

Over the rivers
of the world
down into the
mouths of lakes and
bays
Flows the water of the Earth
flows the blood of the planet
Time and time ago
onward the waters flow
until the end
of the earth
860915

TOMMY TOMMY TOMMY TOMMY
TOM TOM TOM
1. Out of the darkness
of All There Is
gathers the five
of All That Was
2. The Five
faced inward and
begin to chant
Tommy Tommy Tommy Tommy
Tom Tom Tom
3. And from their chants
came a fog
in the center
of the five
4. Tommy Tommy Tommy Tommy
Tom Tom Tom
beat the drums
from the distant
All That Was
5. The five that weres
echoed through
the great Universal void
returning from
what and where
6. The five focused
the white mist grew
brighter and whiter
clearer and condensed
the All There Is
became

7. Tommy Tommy Tommy Tommy
Tom Tom Tom
The vibration of
the All That Was
traverses the
here and there
8. The chanting All That Was
fired the All That Is
and the All There Is
became more
and more
9. The five
began to go
to where they are
the All There Is
was birthed again
10. Tommy Tommy Tommy Tommy
Tom Tom Tom
fading echos
conserved by
All There Is
11. The color of blue
was siphoned out of
the void of nothing
the nothing of all
there is.
12. Come red and yellow
from black to white
from
Tommy Tommy Tommy Tommy
Tom Tom Tom

13. And from the cold
came the hot
the cold of All That Was
became the hot of
All There Is
14. In time of ancients
forever past
was the hot of all there was
that fed the cold
All There Is
15. So now comes the
swing left of the
tick tock
the perfect balance
of a and z
16. The fiery roar of
All There Is
consumes the
Tommy Tommy Tommy Tommy
Tom Tom Tom
17. The fire ignited
once again
the roar of fire
the geometric roar
18. And roar and roar
throughout the All
throughout the All There Was
permeates the birthing
All There Is

19. Time is near
the explosion
of the Universal
starters gun
20. All that will be
awaits the starter’s boom
coming soon
coming soon
the consuming roaring
21. Tommy Tommy Tommy Tommy
Tom Tom Tom
a memory remembered loud
in the All There Is to be
roaring
roaring
22. The boom
it races across
the endless All
waking all and each
to a new eon
to the white
of the black
23. The boom
now and gone
the speed of now
everywhere at once
All There Is
is now
860908

